
Samson had invited me to a restaurant we both liked, a simple, semi-permanent place nestled deep in 
a popular night-market. This market was a closed-off street, with small stalls in the middle of the road, 
and larger, more complex cooking enterprises lining the curbs. Despite my massive advance planning, 
sketching out how I would transport myself from shower to Samson without getting sweaty and red-
faced, my skin rebelled as I exited the metro station, the heat prickling and moistening my neck, brow, 
jaw – even my eye balls seemed damp. I held my chin up, deploying brute willpower and optimism to 
prevent my whole face from sliding down my cheeks. Yes, the hour was hot, and I wasn’t ready for it, 
but I kept going in, under the entrance sign, past the crowd of onlookers examining curios, past the 
stream of people emerging from a temple’s small door. I suspected that Samson liked spending time 
with me because I was a “good” foreigner: I could fit in, or at least not do something embarrassing, 
and I wanted to keep that track record going tonight. I reminded myself that the night was hot for 
everyone. The population of Taipei, both young workers and retirees, were outdoors with me, many 
faces pinked and damp from heat, too. Their toil was over now, and released until morning from 
warehouses and schools, solitary groups meandered this way and that, eager to eat and wander. Taipei 
was the most nocturnal place I had ever known, happiest by night, with everyone invited. The delight 
that hummed all around me now refused the dreary air of every morning, when workers shuffled into 
their sad offices. Evening-time was the free time here, when the night stalls were wheeled into place, 
and little furnaces lit by the roadside. You could eat well, spectacularly well, on these streets, for little 
money, and be bothered by no one, surrounded by life. 
 
Taiwanese people knew how cool this was, too. There was a word for this feeling, this low-key public 
joy: “ru nao.” My student told me it meant, literally, “hot noise,” which I interpreted in my head to 
mean something like “welcoming bustle.” It was an emblem of life here. To finish work or studies, 
and to go out, no matter the hour — one saw tiny kids in the night markets, blinking on dad’s 
shoulders, and the elderly, too, leaning on canes — it meant to be happy among hundreds of unknown 
others. You didn’t know those people, did not talk to them, did not even meet their eye, simply waiting 
for them to move or be served, but you were glad to be there, among them. There was nothing like 
“ru nao” in my gloomy, hyper-expensive home. I might not know much about Taipei at night, but I 
appreciated it, and I liked to think my pleasure being here was obvious to the locals, and appreciated 
by them. 
 
The diner Samson had picked stood half in the road, half out: customers and cooks out under the 
streetlights. Samson waited for me by the nest of temporary seats. He waved, pleased, when he saw 
me coming, and, yet again, I wondered what that meant. Taking the chair opposite him, I grabbed one 
of the ice milk teas he had brought. These tall drinks came with a broad pointed straw, and I stabbed 
through the plastic film, hard and direct. Local people, perhaps, were able to puncture their milk teas 
— white cold milk and tan chilled tea and black tapioca balls — with a simple push, but when I tried 
to be dainty, the plastic top refused to part, the sharp end of the straw bouncing off, and I ended up 
with pale tea pooling around the top of my cup, spilling in shameful lines down the side. I had learned 
to just close my fist and plunge.  
 
I loved the bustle of this place, the prim young couples sitting at tables, the flushed face of the girl 
delivering plates of rice and gravy, and the two heavyset cooks, set up at their road-facing station, 
scalding green onions and pork over raging flames. And I had grown fond of my cold milky teas, a 
treat for the evenings, creamy and mild, with the strangely appealing tapioca balls, chewy and starchy, 
sliding up the straw. Perhaps I would request the same rice dish I had last time, the one with the spring 
onions. I saw no other foreigners here, and I felt proud of myself, and settled, that sensation of being 
grounded, of feeling like I belonged. After all, I had made it here. And yet, when the waitress walked 
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up, waving a furious hello, I froze. I didn’t know what to say. Fortunately, Samson did the ordering, 
speaking too fast for me to hear.  
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